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Sir:

This is an appeal from the decision of the Examiner dated April 14, 2009 finally rejecting Claims 7-15, 17, 18, 20, 22-26 and 29-33.
I. REAL PARTY IN INTEREST

The inventor, Mr. Gaston Glock, is the real party in interest for this appeal.

II. STATEMENT OF RELATED CASES

None.

III. JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT

This appeal is filed under 35 USC Section 134 as an appeal of the "final" Office Action dated April 14, 2009. A Notice of Appeal was submitted on July 13, 2009 and was received by the USPTO on July 17, 2009. This Appeal Brief is submitted on September 17, 2009 along with a Certificate of Mailing under 37 CFR 1.8.
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VII. STATUS OF AMENDMENTS

All amendments have been entered. No amendments
were requested after the Final Office Action dated
April 14, 2009.
VIII. GROUNDS OF REJECTION TO BE REVIEWED

A) Claims 7-11, 13 and 14, 17, 18, 20, 22, 29, 30 and 32 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by WO 9804880 issued to Riener (equivalent U.S. Patent No. 6 510 642 issued to Riener).

B) Claims 12 and 24 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Riener in view of WO 01/18332 issued to Funfgelder.

C) Claims 15, 25 and 33 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Riener in view of the Applicant’s admissions in the specification and applicable case law.

D) Claim 23 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Riener in view of U.S. Patent No. 6 260 300 issued to Klebes.

VIII. STATEMENT OF FACTS

1. Claims 7-15, 17, 18, 20, 22-26 and 29-33 are currently pending. Final Office Action Page 1

2. Claims 7-11, 13 and 14, 17, 18, 20, 22, 29, 30 and 32 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by WO 9804880 issued to Riener
3. The rejection is based upon WO 9804880 (Riener) but U.S. Pat. No. 6,510,642 to Riener is used for the rejection. Final Office Action Page 2

4. The Riener patent application was filed as a PCT application published on Feb. 5, 1998 as the WO 98/04880 publication, which is of record.

5. The WO9804880 reference contains an English language abstract but the remainder of the reference is published in German (herein '880 PCT application).

6. The Riener '880 PCT application was nationalized in the US and published in English as US 2002/0032976 A1, which is of record (herein Riener '976 US application).

7. The Riener US application issued as US Patent No. 6,510,642 B2, which is of record (herein Riener '642 patent).

8. The disclosure of the Riener '976 US application appears to directly track the format of the Riener '880 PCT application which is in German.
9. The published Riener '976 US application appears to be an English equivalent, if not direct translation of the Riener '880 PCT application.

10. The Riener '642 patent was amended during prosecution such that the disclosure and claims as patented do not directly track the published Riener '976 US application.

11. Applicants previously discussed the differences between the respective disclosures of the Riener '976 US application and the Riener '642 patent. Page 16 of May 14, 2007 Response

12. As to similarities that indicate that amendments are contained in the Riener '642 patent, Claim 5 of the Riener '642 patent conforms to published Claim 10 of the '976 US application.

13. Claim 5 of the Riener '642 patent discloses that the transmission and/or receiving unit (19, 219) of the user (17, 217) is “designed for the continual or continually consecutive, intermittent signal transmission”.

(00144998.DOC)
13. Col. 5, lines 31-35 of the '642 patent refer to Claim 5 disclose that an authorized user check is performed at "short" "checking intervals".

14. Paragraph 13 of the Riener '976 application contains the same discussion of this language wherein patent Claim 5 and published Claim 10 are the same.

15. The Riener '976 application also includes application Claims 12 and 41 which are discussed in application Paragraph 15.

16. Claims 12 and 41 disclose that "the transmission and/or receiving unit (20) in the region of the firearm (2, 4) is designed for the continual and/or continually consecutive, intermittent emission of identification codes (30, 36)".

17. References are considered in their entirety in accord with MPEP Section 2141.02(VI).

X. ARGUMENT

I) Claims 7-11, 13, 14, 17, 18, 20, 22, 29, 30 and 32 are rejected as being anticipated by WO 9804880 to Riener (equivalent to U.S. 6 510 642).
A. Summary of Invention/Prior Art

The invention generally relates to the method of controlling the activation/deactivation of a weapon while avoiding interfering transmissions which would overpower a signal from an identification unit of an authorized user and disable the weapon. This objective is accomplished by using the identification mechanism or unit to initially identify an authorized user, and then send an activation code to the weapon which activation code is received wherein the weapon is placed in the active state to permit firing. After the weapon is made active, the signal strength of a continuous signal transmitted by the identification mechanism is then monitored. A processor on the weapon maintains the weapon active "exclusively dependent" upon the signal strength.

As such, the weapon of the claimed invention first receives the activation code, and thereafter, the processor on the weapon exclusively monitors the strength of the signals being received without regard to the content of the signals, i.e. frequency,
coding, etc. and maintains the weapon active so long as the signal is above a minimum signal strength.

Hence, if a powerful interfering transmitter enters the weapon zone, the interfering signal generated thereby would only add to the total signal strength which would continue to stay above the minimum signal strength and the interfering transmitter would not interfere with continuing activation of the weapon.

In the Rieber '642 patent, this system requires both 1) a coded activation signal indicating an authorized user and 2) a proper distance condition. These two conditions are required to not only activate a weapon, but also to maintain the weapon in an unlocked condition after activation. The current claims of this application differ from Rieber and are not anticipated thereby.

B. Applicants claimed invention does not require the simultaneous existence of two valid conditions namely, proper authorization and proper distance measurement.
Claims 7, 20 and 29 explicitly preclude requiring the simultaneous receipt of a valid authorization code and a proper distance measurement. Instead, the weapon is maintained in an active state exclusively dependent upon the strength of a signal indicating distance.

**Independent Claim 7:** defines that a coded activation signal is transmitted and then the continuous signal is thereafter transmitted. Receipt of the coded activation signal causes the weapon to initially be placed in the active state from the inactive state, and then the strength of the continuous signal is monitored.

The claimed method maintains the weapon in this active state “exclusively dependent [emphasis added] upon the monitored strength of the continuous signal being at or above a minimum signal strength”. The remainder of Claim 7 further clarifies the meaning of “exclusively dependent” by precluding such things as the frequency of the continuous signal or the presence or absence of the coded activation signal. If the strength of the monitored continuous signal
falls below a minimum strength, the weapon is deactivated.

Thus, signal strength is the sole determinant of the maintaining step. This is not true in Riener as discussed below which requires simultaneous existence of the first condition, namely the continued presence and checking of the identification code, and the second condition, namely, proper distance.

**Independent Claim 20:** defines transmitting a coded activation signal with the activation code followed by transmitting an uncoded signal. Upon receipt of the coded activation signal, the weapon is placed in the active state. However, the signal strength of the uncoded signal is monitored and the weapon is maintained in the active state "exclusively dependent" [emphasis added] upon the uncoded signal...being at or above a minimum strength" and regardless of the signal frequency or the presence of an interference signal. Claim 20 further defines that "continued detection of the signal strength at or above said minimum strength exclusively maintains said weapon in said active state and prevents return
of said weapon to said inactive state. Thus, since the weapon is maintained active exclusively dependent upon the signal strength, this precludes the requirement that a proper coded signal be present and monitored simultaneous with the signal strength like in Riener.

**Independent Claim 29:** This claim defines transmission of a transmitted signal comprising a coded activation signal and thereafter a continuous signal, wherein the weapon is placed in the activated state if the signal received by the weapon includes the coded activation signal.

The signal strength is monitored and the weapon is maintained in the activated state *exclusively dependent* upon the signal strength of the received signal being at or above a minimum signal strength and regardless of signal frequency or the presence of the coded activation signal. The maintaining step avoids deactivation by an interfering signal provided that the received signal is adequate.

C. Claims 7, 20 and 29 all use the phrase "exclusively dependent" when referring to the signal
strength. This phrase distinguishes over Riener when fully considered.

The term "exclusively dependent" is used in the specification in Paragraph 8 which describes the invention. Further, this terminology does not read on Riener since it precludes simultaneous checking of both (1) a proper activation code and (2) an adequate signal strength. These two conditions are required in Riener, as discussed below, to first activate the weapon and thereafter, maintain the weapon active.

As Exhibit 1 (and as made of record in the Response dated June 20, 2008), Applicants attach hereto dictionary definitions for "exclusive", i.e. not shared with any others, and "dependent", i.e. forced to rely on something else. Thus, Claims 7, 20 and 29 maintain the weapon in the firing state in dependence on only one exclusive factor, namely the strength of the signal.

This prevents overpowering transmitters from drowning out an activation code and causing unwanted deactivation of the weapon which is the very problem
present in Riener, and the very problem avoided by Applicant’s claimed invention.


Both the Riener ‘642 patent and the Riener ‘976 application are of record and should be considered in their entirety in accord with MPEP Section 2141.02(VI). Applicants have presented substantial analysis in the record as to the proper interpretation of Riener.

The Riener system requires continuous transmission of identification codes 30 which are continuously checked upon each transmission to confirm the presence of an authorized user. Col. 5 lines 31-35 and Col. 10, lines 19-56. This is a first condition of having the weapon activated and this first condition must continue to exist for the weapon to remain activated.

Simultaneously, with the continual, authorized user checks, distance monitoring also occurs in
Riener, which is a second condition necessary for the weapon remaining in the activated state. Col. 11, lines 4-58.

To fully appreciate that two separate conditions must continue to be satisfied even after initial activation of the weapon, the '976 application should be considered along with the similar, but different text of the '642 patent.

The '976 application is believed closest to the original PCT disclosure and contains some differences as to the Riener '642 patent.

First, patented Claim 5 conforms to published Claim 10 of the '976 Application, and discloses "continual or continually consecutive, intermittent signal emission" relative to the identification codes 30. Col. 5, lines 31-35 of the Riener '642 patent and Paragraph 13 of the '976 application contain the same discussion of this claim language, and disclose that an authorized user check is performed at "short" "checking intervals". The combination of these claims and the specification thereby teaches that the identification codes are emitted substantially
continuously and the authorized user check of such signals is done at short intervals.

Significantly, the Riener '976 application also includes application Claims 12 and 41 which are discussed in application Paragraph 15. However, these claims are deleted from the '642 patent and application Paragraph 15 was amended to delete any reference to a claim. Col. 5, lines 41-43 of the '642 patent. These originally-published claims refer specifically to the identification codes 30, 36 and confirm that the emission of the identification codes is continual and/or "continually consecutive, intermittent".

These disclosures establish that the identification codes are continually transmitted, and that the authorized user check is at short intervals. These transmissions therefore would occur even after the weapon is activated, such that proper checking of the identification code must be continually satisfied for the weapon to remain active.
E. The Riener system (as disclosed in the '642 patent and '976 application) does not anticipate the claims.

As discussed below, the first and second conditions must be present simultaneously and continuously in Riener.

First Condition Requires Continuous Receipt of Acceptable Identification Code:

In more detail, the first condition required in Riener is continuous receipt and continual checking of a proper identification code 30, 36. Claim 5 of the Riener '642 patent expressly discloses that the transmission and/or receiving unit (19, 219) of the user (17, 217) is "designed for the continual or continually consecutive, intermittent signal transmission". This thereby does teach that the codes 30 are sent continuously or essentially continuously.

Additional support is provided from the published US '976 application. It is noted that publication Claims 12 and 41 disclose that "the transmission and/or receiving unit (20) in the region of the
firearm (2, 4) is designed for the continual and/or continually consecutive, intermittent emission of identification codes (30, 36) [emphasis added].” Notably the language of application claims 10, 12 and 41 substantially track each other, and hence are believed to expressly disclose that the identification codes 30 are transmitted continuously or at least substantially continuously through a “continuously, consecutive intermittent signal”.

The skilled artisan would have knowledge of both the Riener ’642 patent and the corresponding published ’976 application so as to use both documents to interpret the scope of disclosure of the Riener prior art. When properly interpreted, Riener discloses that the coded signals 30 are in fact sent continuously even after the weapon is activated.

There has been argument in the record as to whether the ’976 application should be considered in addition to the ’642 patent. (Examiner’s Statements in Paragraph 29, of July 2, 2008 Office Action, and Applicant’s Response on Pages 23-25 of the Response dated December 31, 2008.) In the event this argument
is unresolved, applicant reiterates that the teachings of the Riener '642 patent must first be properly interpreted as to their meaning to the skilled artisan, and when properly interpreted, Riener fails to disclose all features of Applicant’s claimed invention.

MPEP Section 2131.01 states that multiple references may be used as part of a 102 rejection. Extra references may be used to explain the meaning of a term in the primary reference. This recognizes that the skilled artisan would not read a reference in complete isolation, but would interpret a reference in view of known prior art. It seems Applicant can also rely upon a published application of the very patent being applied, since the published application would specifically disclose the very invention found in the primary reference.

Further, the actual 102 rejection is based upon the published '880 PCT application, with the '652 patent being asserted as an equivalent. Since the published PCT application contains 53 claims like the '976 application published in the US, it seems that
the closest equivalent reference is actually the '976 application.

The First Condition also Requires Continuous Recognition of the Identification Codes After Activation:

Since the coded signals 30 are continuously sent, they are tested each time for proper recognition or authentication. If not authentic or proper, the test would fail and the gun would not operate.

As to such signals 30, all of Col. 10 through Col. 11, lines 1-3 of the '642 patent describe how these identification code signals are transmitted, possibly encrypted and decrypted, and then compared (after being decrypted) to determine if the identification code 30 matches a code 36 in the memory unit.

As noted previously, the Rieher '642 patent discloses multiple repeated transmissions. In this regard, Col. 10, lines 34-37 disclose that the "encoding code" and "decoding code" vary from "one transmission to the next". It is believed clear that the encoding and decoding codes are in fact
encryption and decryption algorithms and the reference to a signal being "encoded or even unencoded" in Col. 10, lines 57-62 is really a description of the unique activation code 30 being always present but optionally being encrypted or not. After decryption, the code 30 reappears. Col. 10, line 31-34. Even if not encrypted, the code 30 is present.

Col. 10 further discloses that when the code 30 is received, it is compared for a match with stored codes 36. This comparison is done each time a code is received. Since transmission of the code 30 is sent by a continual or continually consecutive, intermittent signal transmission pursuant to patent Claim 5 and application Claims 10 and 12, the code 30 would be checked substantially continually and would need to continually match the code 36 for the release element 15 to be made active and then remain active.

As discussed above as to patent Claim 5, Col. 5, lines 32-35 of the Riener '642 patent discusses Claim 5 and further states that this continual transmission provides advantages where it "performs an authorized
user check without any loss of security, if the checking intervals are kept correspondingly short.”

Hence, the identification codes would continue to be sent even after weapon activation, and the authorized user check performed at short intervals.

**Second Condition/Adequate Distance:**

While Col. 11, lines 4-58 of the Riener '642 patent discuss distance, this does not eliminate the fact that the code 30 continues to be transmitted even when distance is monitored. The distance checking does not occur in a isolation, but occurs while the authorized user checking occurs.

In further support, Col. 11, lines 18-23 of the '642 patent disclose that distance protection can be provided by limiting the transmission range. This indicates that continuous transmissions of the code 30 would be required for this option to work. Since this passage is talking about the transmissions that contain the identification code 30, this necessarily indicates that the identification code 30 continues to be sent and the authorized user check performed, i.e. the first condition, while the signal strength
might be used simultaneously to monitor distance, i.e. the second condition.

Additionally, there may be secondary distance measuring devices 37 as cited in the rejection. Final Office Action Paragraph 3. But this does not negate the fact that transmission and checking of the code 30 still occurs. Riener discloses that the authorized user check is performed at short intervals during the continual or continually consecutive, intermittent signal transmissions, such that the distance measurement is a secondary condition that is simultaneously tested while the code 30 is still being transmitted and checked as the first condition.

Since the First and Second Conditions Must Coexist, The Riener Weapon is Not Maintained Active "Exclusively Dependent" Upon Distance:

Clearly then, transmission and checking of the codes 30 must coexist with the distance test. Hence, Riener does not maintain the weapon in a firing state "exclusively dependent" upon the distance test, since it also requires simultaneous performance of the identification code test.
In further support, patent Claim 7 and application Claim 13 recite that the range of transmission of the identification codes is greater than the distance or the distance range. Application paragraph 16 discusses application Claim 13 and states that "an authorized user can be identified without however deactivating the locking device e.g. for removal of the firearm and/or for firing a shot, and only when the authorized user is located within the distance range e.g. to the firearm can the locking device be deactivated". This clearly indicates that the identification code and distance measuring are two different processes that occur and may occur at different distance parameters. In particular, the code comparison and code authentication would occur even when beyond the distance range.

At no point is Rieener believed to disclose that the continuous tracking of the identification code 30 would be terminated or disregarded, and the system would rely solely or depend exclusively upon the distance measuring to maintain the firearm active.
As discussed above, however, Applicant’s Claim 7 defines the method which maintains the weapon in the active state “exclusively dependent [emphasis added] upon the monitored strength of the continuous signal being at or above a minimum signal strength”. The remainder of Claim 7 further clarifies the meaning of “exclusively dependent” by precluding such things as the frequency of the continuous signal or the presence or absence of the coded activation signal. Thus, signal strength is the sole determinant of the maintaining step. This is not true in Riener which requires simultaneous existence of the first condition, namely the continued presence of the identification code, and the second condition, namely, proper distance.

Claim 20 defines that the signal strength of the uncoded signal is monitored and the weapon is maintained in the active state “exclusively dependent” [emphasis added] upon the uncoded signal...being at or above a minimum strength” and regardless of the signal frequency or the presence of an interference signal. Claim 20 further defines
that “continued detection of the signal strength at or above said minimum strength exclusively maintains said weapon in said active state and prevents return of said weapon to said inactive state. In Riener, continued detection of a signal strength would not exclusively maintain the weapon active since the failure of any authorized user check must also be avoided.

In Claim 29, the signal strength is monitored and the weapon is maintained in the activated state exclusively dependent upon the signal strength of the received signal being at or above a minimum signal strength and regardless of signal frequency or the presence of the coded activation signal. The maintaining step avoids deactivation by an interfering signal provided that the received signal is adequate. However, Riener’s reliance upon the identification codes in addition to distance allows an interfering transmitter to overpower the identification code transmission and disable the firearm.
In view of the above, the claimed invention as defined by independent Claims 7, 20 and 29 is not disclosed in Riener, and Riener does not anticipate Applicant’s claimed invention.

F. Office Action Paragraph 3 Incorrectly States that a Signal is Transmitted That Includes An Activation Code or May Be Uncoded

As a point of clarification, the identification code 30 referenced in Column 10, lines 1-4 is always coded to indicate that an authorized user has the weapon. The encoding/decoding of Col. 10, lines 57-62 merely refers to “encoded” or “uncoded” wherein the term “encoded” has a different meaning than code 30. More accurately, this disclosure discusses whether the identification code 30 itself is further encrypted so as to be an encrypted coded signal, or decrypted so as to be a decrypted yet still coded signal. In no case is the identification code 30 deleted from the signal transmission so that the signal is uncoded since this would eliminate the unique signature which makes 30 an identification code.
Therefore, the code of the identification code 30 and the encoded/decoded, i.e. encryption/decryption are two distinctly different things.

G. Riener Does Not Disclose Controlling Use of a Firearm Exclusively by Distance Measurement

For the first time, Paragraph 17 of the Final Office Action presents an argument that, since the identification code signals may be “intermittent”, “during the period between coded signal transmissions, the only feature maintaining security is the distance measuring features described by Reiner.” However, this argument still must ignore the fact that the system of Riener does not control use of a firearm exclusively dependent upon a signal strength, and is still controlling use of the Riener firearm in dependence upon the authorized user check and distance.

It is noted that the Examiner’s argument relies upon a possible condition that might exist for an extremely brief moment in time, and as such, this still does not amount to controlling use of a firearm as such is claimed. As to Riener, the disclosure
uses the specific phrase "continual or continually consecutive, intermittent signal emission", which indicates that the intermittent signal emission is practically continual.

Further, the checking intervals are described as short intervals which must be short enough to avoid "any loss of security". In considering how the skilled artisan would interpret this language, the skilled artisan is designing a weapon security system able to defend against a manual disarming technique, and therefore would consider the amount of time required to perform such a technique when selecting the checking interval. While disarming might take a period of time if performed imperfectly and a struggle ensues, a well-performed disarm technique can be performed extremely quickly, as commonly seen in movies and training videos. The undersigned is an instructor of such techniques to martial artists and submits that a weapon disarm can be performed in a second or a fraction thereof, and such would be common knowledge to the skilled artisan. Hence, the authorized user check must take this into account,
and it is submitted that the skilled artisan would consider the short checking interval disclosed in Riener to be substantially less than a second so as to permit multiple checks each second. If the interval is of excessive length, a disarm technique could be performed and the weapon put into use by an unauthorized user extremely quickly. Hence, the reference to intermittent, is still believed to only allow fractions of a second between a user check.

It is further noted that col. 11, line 38 allows for the distance to be checked "periodically" such that it is possible that the distance still is not actively checked between authorized user checks. Further, this periodic check would also be performed very quickly to avoid the above problem of a quick disarming technique. Hence, a condition that might exist for a minute period of time still does not amount to controlling the use of the weapon.

Claims 7, 20 and 29 all define a method for "controlling the use of a weapon", which is that extended period between activation and deactivation. This period might be short but surely longer than a
fractional second. A use period would typically be that open ended period between when the firearm is deployed and activated, and then deactivated at any point time it is determined that use of the firearm is no longer necessary.

Pursuant to MPEP 2111.01, the claims are to be interpreted in light of the specification. Applicant’s specification relates to a method for controlling use of a weapon for an extended period and not some fractional second or extremely brief period. This interpretation does not read a limitation into the claims, but merely reflects the nature of the disclosure and claimed invention and how the skilled artisan would reasonably interpret controlling the use of a weapon.

Hence, Riener still does not disclose the claimed invention. Applicant’s claimed invention maintains the weapon in the active state up to the point the monitored signal falls below the minimum strength. This active state is maintained exclusively dependent upon the signal strength. As to Riener, Riener still
relies upon both the user check and distance check to control use of a firearm.

H. Funfgelder Simultaneously Requires A Positive Code Comparison and Maintaining Adequate

As to Funfgelder, this reference fails to cure the deficiencies of Riener discussed above. This reference previously was cited under Section 102 as an anticipatory reference for the pending claims although the rejection is now overcome.

This reference is like Riener in that it requires continuous receipt of an authorization code and maintaining of a satisfactory distance. Since, Funfgelder is distinguished, so should Riener.

In this regard, Claim 1 of Funfgelder requires that “the object is activated or remains activated [emphasis added] for each positive code comparison and [emphasis added] if a predetermined distance is maintained”. The disclosure also discloses that “locking of the weapon is cancelled only so long as the signal”, namely the coded signal is received. Hence, this system also requires two simultaneous conditions, namely 1) continuous receipt of a coded
signal and 2) proper distance. Funfgelder therefore can be overpowered by an interfering transmitter.

Funfgelder therefore differs from Applicant's claimed invention which does not require a continuous coded signal and instead, maintains the weapon active exclusively dependent upon the signal strength. As such, Funfgelder does not anticipate Applicant's claimed invention, and similarly, Riener also should not anticipate the claimed invention.

I. The Remaining Obviousness Rejections Fail Due to the Deficiencies of Riener and Funfgelder.

As to the obviousness rejections of the remaining claims, all rejections require Riener as disclosing the basic invention. In that Riener is defective and does not disclose the features of the independent claims, Riener is not believed effective as the primary reference for the obviousness rejections, and withdrawal of such rejections is requested.

Based on the foregoing, allowance of this application is requested.
Respectfully submitted,

Mark L. Maki
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XI. APPENDIX

A. CLAIMS SECTION

1-6. (Cancelled)

7. (Rejected) A method of controlling the use of a weapon having a receiver and a processor secured thereto, the weapon being actuable between an inactive state which prevents firing and an active state which permits firing, said method including the steps of:

   providing a weapon having a receiver and a processor secured thereto, the weapon being actuable between an inactive state which prevents firing and an active state which permits firing;

   identifying an authorized user by an identification unit that is separate from the weapon;

   transmitting from said identification unit a coded activation signal, which indicates identification of an authorized user for the weapon, to change said weapon from said inactive state to said active state and a continuous signal after the
coded activation signal is transmitted in order to thereafter maintain said weapon in said active state; receiving with the receiver the coded activation signal and then the continuous signal transmitted by the identification unit;

with the processor, placing the weapon in the active state from the inactive state when the receiver receives the coded activation signal;

after said step of placing the weapon in the active state, monitoring the signal strength of the continuous signal received by the receiver;

by said monitoring, maintaining the weapon in the active state exclusively dependent upon the monitored strength of the continuous signal being at or above a minimum signal strength, and regardless of a frequency of the continuous signal or either the presence or absence of the coded activation signal, so as to avoid a deactivation of the weapon solely by monitoring the strength of the continuous signal, and deactivating the weapon with the processor if the strength of the monitored continuous signal falls below the minimum strength.
8. (Rejected) The method of controlling the use of a weapon of Claim 7, wherein:

prior to said steps of transmitting the coded activation signal and the continuous signal from the identification unit, entering into the identification unit an identification code;

with the identification unit, comparing the entered identification code to an identification code in the identification unit; and

only if the entered identification code is the same as the identification code in the identification unit, performing said steps of transmitting the coded activation signal and the continuous signal from the identification unit.

9. (Rejected) The method of controlling the use of a weapon of Claim 8, wherein, in said step of entering the identification code into the identification unit, the identification unit reads biometric data from an individual.
10. (Rejected) The method of controlling the use of a weapon of Claim 8, wherein, said step of entering the identification code into the identification unit is performed by reading fingerprint data for an individual into the identification unit through a fingerprint reader attached to the identification unit.

11. (Rejected) The method of controlling the use of a weapon of Claim 8, wherein, said step of entering the identification code into the identification unit is performed by reading fingerprint data for an individual into the identification unit through a CCD fingerprint reader attached to the identification unit.

12. (Rejected) The method of controlling the use of a weapon of Claim 8, wherein:

   a wristband is attached to the identification unit for holding the identification unit to an individual and the identification unit includes a switch for indicating if the wristband is closed; and
the identification unit includes an identification unit processor for performing said step of comparing the entered identification code to the identification code in the identification unit and the switch is connected to the identification unit processor for actuating the identification unit processor only when the wristband is closed.

13. (Rejected) The method of controlling the use of a weapon of Claim 8, wherein the continuous signal comprises a radio signal transmitted by the identification unit and received by the receiver; and said step of monitoring the strength of the continuous signal is performed by monitoring the strength of the radio signal.

14. (Rejected) The method of controlling the use of a weapon of Claim 7, wherein the continuous signal comprises a radio signal transmitted by the identification unit and received by the receiver; and
said step of monitoring the strength of the continuous signal is performed by monitoring the strength of the radio signal.

15. (Rejected) The method of controlling the use of a weapon of Claim 7, wherein the coded activation signal and the continuous signal are selected from a group consisting of infrared signals and ultrasound signals.

16. (Cancelled)

17. (Rejected) The method of controlling the use of a weapon of Claim 7, wherein the continuous signal comprises an uncoded signal.

18. (Rejected) The method of controlling the use of a weapon of Claim 7, including, after the weapon is in the active state, transmitting a readiness signal from the weapon to the identification unit and displaying the state of readiness of the weapon on the identification unit.
19. (Cancelled)

20. (Rejected) A method for controlling the use of a weapon which is actuatable between an initial inactive state which prevents firing and an active state which permits firing, comprising the steps of:

   providing a weapon which is actuatable between an initial inactive state which prevents firing and an active state which permits firing;

   providing an identification mechanism that is separate from the weapon and carried by a user authorized to use said weapon, the identification mechanism including a transmitter having a transmitting antenna;

   providing a module on the weapon comprising a receiver having a receiving antenna and a processor; detecting an authorized user with the identification mechanism to authorize operation of the weapon;
transmitting from the identification mechanism using the transmitter and the transmitting antenna, upon detecting an authorized user, a coded activation signal followed by an uncoded signal wherein the coded activation signal signals the detection of an authorized user to effect a change in state of said weapon from said inactive state to said active state;

using the receiver having the receiving antenna to detect the coded activation signal and the uncoded signal;

placing the weapon in the active state by said processor upon receipt the coded activation signal to permit firing of the weapon;

monitoring a signal strength of the uncoded signal received by the receiver;

responsive to said monitoring, maintaining the weapon in the active state exclusively dependent upon the uncoded signal received by the receiver being at or above a minimum strength and regardless of a frequency of the uncoded signal and of whether an interference signal is received, wherein continued detection of the signal strength at or
above said minimum strength exclusively maintains said weapon in said active state and prevents return of said weapon to said inactive state; and deactivating the weapon by the processor by returning the weapon to said inactive state to prevent firing of the weapon once the signal strength of the uncoded signal received by the receiver falls to a level less than the minimum strength during said monitoring.

21. (Cancelled)

22. (Rejected) The method of controlling the use of a weapon of Claim 20, wherein the uncoded signal comprises an uncoded continuous RF signal and the activation signal comprises an RF signal.

23. (Rejected) The method of controlling the use of a weapon Claim 20, the module including a wake-up circuit for the steps of:
activating the processor when the receiver receives the activation signal, and
deactivating the processor when the received signal has a signal strength less than the minimum signal strength.

24. (Rejected) The method of controlling the use of a weapon of Claim 20, wherein the identification unit is integrated into a wristband, and the identification unit includes a switch for indicating if the wristband is closed, the identification unit detecting an authorized user and transmitting the activation signal followed by the uncoded signal to place and maintain the weapon in the active state only when the wristband is closed.

25. (Rejected) The method of controlling the use of a weapon of Claim 20, wherein both the activation signal and the uncoded signal consist of one of infrared energy and ultrasound energy.
26. (Rejected) The method of controlling the use of a weapon of Claim 20, including the step of displaying the name or the picture of the authorized user on the identification mechanism.

27-28. (Cancelled)

29. (Rejected) A method of controlling the use of a weapon having a module with a receiver and a processor attached thereto, the method comprising:

   providing a weapon having a module with a receiver and a processor attached thereto;

   transmitting from an identification unit that is separate from the weapon and carried by a user authorized to use said weapon, a transmitted signal that comprises a coded activation signal and a continuous signal after the coded activation signal;

   receiving at the receiver a received signal which comprises the transmitted signal from the identification unit;

   monitoring the received signal received by the receiver in the module and, with the processor of the
module, placing the weapon in an activated state to permit firing of the weapon if the received signal includes the coded activation signal;

after placing the weapon in the activated state, monitoring a signal strength of the received signal in the module;

by said monitoring, maintaining the weapon in the activated state exclusively dependent upon the signal strength of the received signal monitored in the module being at or above a minimum signal strength, and regardless of a frequency of the received signal or the presence or absence of the coded activation signal in the received signal;

wherein said maintaining step avoids a deactivation of the weapon from the activated state by a potential interfering signal from an interfering transmitter provided that the signal strength of the received signal is at or above the minimum signal strength during said maintaining step; and

deactivating the weapon with the processor if the signal strength of the received signal falls below the minimum signal strength during said monitoring.
30. (Rejected) The method of controlling the use of a weapon of Claim 29, wherein avoiding deactivation of the weapon from the activated state occurs when said signal strength is at or above the minimum signal strength such that the signal strength of the received signal may include a field strength of the potential interfering signal from the interfering transmitter without disturbing a readiness of the weapon to fire in the activated state.

31. (Rejected) The method of controlling the use of a weapon of Claim 29, further comprising:

   displaying at the identification unit the name or the picture of an authorized user of the weapon.

32. (Rejected) The method of controlling the use of a weapon of Claim 29, wherein the continuous signal comprises an uncoded continuous RF signal and the coded activation signal comprises an RF signal.
33. (Rejected) The method of controlling the use of a weapon of Claim 29, wherein both the coded activation signal and the continuous signal consist of one of infrared energy and ultrasound energy.
B. CLAIM SUPPORT AND DRAWING ANALYSIS

7. (Rejected) A method of controlling the use of a weapon \{1, Figure 1\} having a receiver \{25; figure 1\}{0029} and a processor \{18; Figure 1\}{0029} secured thereto, the weapon being actuatetable between an inactive state which prevents firing \{0031\} and an active state which permits firing \{0029\}, said method including the steps of:

providing a weapon \{1; Figure 1\} having a receiver \{25; Figure 1\} and a processor \{18; Figure 1\} secured thereto \{0029, Figure 1\}, the weapon being actuatetable between an inactive state which prevents firing \{0031\} and an active state which permits firing \{0029\};

identifying an authorized user by an identification unit \{2; Figures 1-3\} that is separate from the weapon \{0026; 0028\};

transmitting from said identification unit a coded activation signal \{16; Figure 1\}{0028; 0029; 0016\}, which indicates identification of an authorized user \{0028; 0016\} for the weapon, to change said weapon from said inactive state to said
active state \{0016; 0029\} and a continuous signal \{19; Figure 1\} \{0007; 0018; 0031\} after the coded activation signal \{16\} is transmitted in order to thereafter maintain said weapon in said active state \{0007; 0018\};

receiving with the receiver the coded activation signal \{16\} \{0016; 0029\} and then the continuous signal \{19\} transmitted by the identification unit \{0018; 0030; 0031\};

with the processor \{18; Figure 1\}, placing the weapon in the active state from the inactive state when the receiver receives the coded activation signal \{0016; 0029\};

after said step of placing the weapon in the active state, monitoring the signal strength of the continuous signal received by the receiver \{0030; 0031\};

by said monitoring, maintaining the weapon in the active state exclusively dependent \{0008; 0007\} upon the monitored strength of the continuous signal \{19\} being at or above a minimum signal strength \{0007; 0008; 0031\}, and regardless of a frequency of the
continuous signal \{0008; 0007\} or either the presence or absence of the coded activation signal \{0008\}, so as to avoid a deactivation of the weapon solely by monitoring the strength of the continuous signal \{0008; 0009; 0030\}, and deactivating the weapon with the processor if the strength of the monitored continuous signal falls below the minimum strength \{0031; 0014; 0019; 0030; 0032\}.

8. (Rejected) The method of controlling the use of a weapon of Claim 7, wherein:
prior to said steps of transmitting the coded activation signal and the continuous signal from the identification unit, entering into the identification unit an identification code \{0016; 0026; 0028\};
with the identification unit, comparing the entered identification code to an identification code in the identification unit \{0016; 0028\}; and only if the entered identification code is the same as the identification code in the identification unit, performing said steps of transmitting the coded
activation signal and the continuous signal from the identification unit \{0016; 0028\}.

12. (Rejected) The method of controlling the use of a weapon of Claim 8, wherein:

   a wristband \{4; Figures 1-3\} is attached to the identification unit for holding the identification unit to an individual and the identification unit includes a switch \{14; Figure 3\} for indicating if the wristband is closed \{0012; 0015; 0027\}; and

   the identification unit includes an identification unit processor \{9\} \{Figure 3\} for performing said step of comparing the entered identification code to the identification code in the identification unit \{0012\} and the switch \{14\} is connected to the identification unit processor \{9; Figure 3\} for actuating the identification unit processor only when the wristband is closed \{0012\}.

17. (Rejected) The method of controlling the use of a weapon of Claim 7, wherein the continuous signal comprises an uncoded signal \{0018\}.
19. (Cancelled)

20. (Rejected) A method for controlling the use of a weapon {1; Figure 1} which is actuatatable between an initial inactive state which prevents firing {0031} and an active state which permits firing {0029}, comprising the steps of:

providing a weapon {1; Figure 1} which is actuatatable between an initial inactive state which prevents firing {0031} and an active state which permits firing {0029};

providing an identification mechanism {2; Figures 1-3} that is separate from the weapon {0026; 0028} and carried by a user authorized to use said weapon, the identification mechanism including a transmitter {24; Figure 3} having a transmitting antenna {0031};

providing a module {20; Figure 1} {0029} on the weapon {1} comprising a receiver {25; Figure 1} having a receiving antenna {17; Figure 1} and a processor {18; Figure 1} {0029};
detecting an authorized user with the identification mechanism \{2\} to authorize operation of the weapon \{0028\};

transmitting from the identification mechanism using the transmitter and the transmitting antenna, upon detecting an authorized user, a coded activation signal \{16; Figure 1\} \{0028; 0029; 0016\} followed by an uncoded signal \{19; Figure 1\} \{0007; 0008; 0018; 0031\} wherein the coded activation signal signals the detection of an authorized user \{0028; 0016\} to effect a change in state of said weapon from said inactive state to said active state \{0029; 0016\};

using the receiver \{25\} having the receiving antenna \{17\} to detect the coded activation signal \{16; Figure 1\} \{0029\} and the uncoded signal \{19; Figure 1\} \{0031; 0007; 0008; 0018\};

placing the weapon in the active state by said processor upon receipt the coded activation signal to permit firing of the weapon \{0016; 0029\};

monitoring a signal strength of the uncoded signal received by the receiver \{0030; 0031\};
responsive to said monitoring, maintaining the weapon in the active state exclusively dependent {0008; 0007} upon the uncoded signal received by the receiver being at or above a minimum strength {0007; 0008; 0031} and regardless of a frequency of the uncoded signal {0008; 0007} and of whether an interference signal is received {0009; 0011}, wherein continued detection of the signal strength at or above said minimum strength exclusively maintains said weapon in said active state and prevents return of said weapon to said inactive state {0007; 0008; 0009; 0030; 0031}; and

deactivating the weapon by the processor by returning the weapon to said inactive state to prevent firing of the weapon once the signal strength of the uncoded signal received by the receiver falls to a level less than the minimum strength during said monitoring {0014; 0019; 0031}.

21. (Cancelled)
22. (Rejected) The method of controlling the use of a weapon of Claim 20, wherein the uncoded signal comprises an uncoded continuous RF signal and the activation signal comprises an RF signal \{0018\}.

24. (Rejected) The method of controlling the use of a weapon of Claim 20, wherein the identification unit \{2; Figure 1\} is integrated into a wristband \{4; Figures 2 and 3\}, and the identification unit includes a switch \{14; Figure 3\} for indicating if the wristband is closed \{0012; 0015; 0027\}, the identification unit detecting an authorized user and transmitting the activation signal \{0016\} followed by the uncoded signal to place and maintain the weapon in the active state only when the wristband is closed \{0015\}.

27-28. (Cancelled)

29. (Rejected) A method of controlling the use of a weapon \{1; Figure 1\} having a module \{20; Figure 1\} \{0029\} with a receiver \{25; Figure 1\} \{0029\} and a
processor \{18; Figure 1\} \{0029\} attached thereto, the method comprising:

providing a weapon \{1; Figure 1\} having a module \{20; Figure 1\} \{0029\} with a receiver \{25; Figure 1\} \{0029\} and a processor \{18; Figure 1\} \{0029\} attached thereto;

transmitting from an identification unit \{2; Figures 1-3\} that is separate from the weapon \{0026; 0028\} and carried by a user authorized to use said weapon, a transmitted signal that comprises a coded activation signal \{16; Figure 1\} \{0028; 0029; 0016\} and a continuous signal \{19; Figure 1\} \{0007; 0008; 0031\} after the coded activation;

receiving at the receiver \{25\} a received signal which comprises the transmitted signal \{16, 19; Figure 1\} from the identification unit \{0018; 0029; 0030; 0031\};

monitoring the received signal received by the receiver in the module \{0030; 0031\} and, with the processor \{18; Figure 1\} of the module \{20; Figure 1\}, placing the weapon in an activated state to
permit firing of the weapon if the received signal includes the coded activation signal {0016; 0029};

after placing the weapon in the activated state, monitoring a signal strength of the received signal in the module {0030; 0031};

by said monitoring, maintaining the weapon in the activated state exclusively dependent {0007; 0008} upon the signal strength of the received signal monitored in the module being at or above a minimum signal strength {0007; 0008; 0031}, and regardless of a frequency of the received signal {0008; 0007} or the presence or absence of the coded activation signal in the received signal {0008};

wherein said maintaining step avoids a deactivation of the weapon from the activated state by a potential interfering signal {0009; 0011} from an interfering transmitter {0009; 0011} provided that the signal strength of the received signal is at or above the minimum signal strength during said maintaining step {0008; 0009}; and

deactivating the weapon with the processor if the signal strength of the received signal falls below
the minimum signal strength during said monitoring {0031; 0014; 0019; 0030; 0032}.

30. (Rejected) The method of controlling the use of a weapon of Claim 29, wherein avoiding deactivation of the weapon from the activated state occurs when said signal strength is at or above the minimum signal strength such that the signal strength of the received signal may include a field strength of the potential interfering signal from the interfering transmitter without disturbing a readiness of the weapon to fire in the activated state {0009; 0011}. 
C. MEANS PLUS FUNCTION ANALYSIS

The current claims do not include means plus function limitations.

D. EVIDENCE SECTION

Exhibit 1: New Webster’s Dictionary (4 Pages)

E. RELATED CASES SECTION

No related proceedings.
NEW WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY AND THESAURUS

of the English Language

LEXICON PUBLICATIONS, INC.
DANBURY, CT